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AEGUKKA (Korean National Anthem)

This patriotic song expresses the national

consciousness with conviction, and in singing

the song, Koreans are vowing loyalty to their

fatherland and their resolution to defend their

native soil. It was adopted by the Government

of the Republic of Korea on August 1 5, 1 948,

and is played at all official ceremonies.

Taehan is Korea. The name was officially

proclaimed in 1897 when Kojong, the twenty-

sixth sovereign of the Yi Dynasty, took the

title of Emperor and called his country TAE

HAN instead of “Choson. ” Tonghae (East

Sea) and Paekdusan (Everwhite Mountain)

are symbols of Korean Patriotism. Mu Gung

Hwa literally means “Everlasting Flower. ”
It

is the Korean national flower, resembling the

Rose of Sharon, blooming throughout the

country from early summer to late autumn.
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Aegukka ( Korean National Anthem)
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Hp nu ni mi po u ha sa u ri na ra man sei
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Mu gung hwa sam chol li hwa ryo kang san
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Though Donghae Sea, Paekdu Mountain

Be drained or worn away,

God Almighty bless and protect

Our fatherland now and for aye.

Mugunghwa three thousand li

—

Fair streams and hills!

Sons of Taehan guard Taehan’s might—
Long may our land be bright!
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THE SPECIAL CITY OF SEOUL

Seoul, in fact, is enough for a routine visitor in a sense.

As the capital city of the Republic of Korea, Seoul serves as

a terminal for both air and sea routes. A great number of

international airlines land at Kimpo International Airport, right

in the vicinity of Seoul, that has been well-repaired to meet

international standard with a modern see-off tower and

runways.

Founded in 1392, by King T'aeio, the founder of the Yi

Dynasty, Seoul with her six million population strives to

become the world' s cleanest city. Running through the heart

of the city is the Han River which empties into the Yellow

Sea. The center of Korean culture, education, politics and

business, the special city of Seoul also offers innumerable

scenic spots in and around the city.

Ancient palaces of the royal dynasties, royal tombs,

temples, museums, art galleries, modern theaters and athletic

stadiums contribute to make Seoul an international capital.

Modern hotel accommodations offer you comfort and convenience,

and many sightseeing tours are interesting and enjoyable.
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SOOCHEICH’ON

Soocheich'on is traditional Korean Court music

which was originally for the entertainment

of royalty. Its origin dates back to the

Paekjei Dynasty when it was used for folk

music. During the Koryo Dynasty it was used

to accompany traditional Korean dancing and

in the Yi Dynasty its present form as a court

orchestra only came into being. It is distinctive

in sound and style and a kind of ancient

music only to be found in Korea.
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A MAN IN A YELLOW SHIRT

The free 'hill billy' style of Western music

is used in this Korean “pop” song, but it

is otherwise purely Korean in mood and

sound. The light rhythm and gay melody

convey sentimentality and the words depict

the unsophisticated and peaceful character-

istics of the Korean people. This song'

s

popularity is not confined only to Korea but

has spread throughout South East Asia.
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Arirong is a popular traditional Korean folk song. Although this song

varies slightly in different parts of the country it is basically the same

in content and rhythm. There are numerous stories concerning the origin

of Arirang. One of the original versions called “Aryong” in praise

of the virtues of Aryong, wife of King Park Hyokkosei, founder of

the Silla Dynasty. In time the words are said to have changed to

“Arirang, ” the present form of the song. This song reveals the sad

heart of a disappointed maiden who says of her departing lover “If

you leave me and forsake me, you will become lame before you have

gone three miles.
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DORAJI T'ARYONG

Doraji is a beautiful traditional Korean love

song which originated in the Seoul-Kyonggi-

do area. It tells of mountain maidens who

sing of love and joy with their shouts of

“eheya” as they dig out the Doraji roots.

Although this is an ancient folk song it is

very popular in its modern form of swaying

waltz-time rhythm.
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Oryook Island in PusanPopju Temple in Mt. Sokni



Pulguk Temple
'Slil Sorak Mountain
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MEMO

Cover ! Lee, Sook Hyang, Korean Classical Dancer.

Copyright 1972 by Korean Consolidated Corporation (KCC-JIH); all rights
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